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Particle categorization  
Charged particles measured by tracking 

   Stable or long-lived charged particles(e.g e± ,µ± 

,π±,K±,P± ) 

Charged particles measured by Calorimetery 

    Stable or long-lived neutral particle(e.g γ, kL
0 , 

Neutrons)        
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Unstable particles detected by their decay 

products: 

( Ks, Λ and π0 ) 

                    π0 → γγ  
 

 



High Energy Physics Detector  
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B Meson Family  



Bc+(B+)J/+(K+) Cross Section measurement 
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B Meson decays  
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J/ is reconstructed by its dimuon decay (+-) 



Introduction 
 With the discoveries of more and more b hadron states 

and their decay modes in last two decades, theoretical 

models provide rich predictions on b hadron 

production/decay: PYTHIA, perturbative QCD 

(BcVEGPY generation),  … Need precise test by the 

high luminosity exp. Data. 

 

 LHC/CMS is good exp. to perform the test: 
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Large production cross section of B hadron: Large B+ sample. Bc 

contains two different heavy quarks, production is much lower than 

Bu,d hadron, nevertheless, LHC provided the largest Bc samples in 

the world. 

CMS works in the central kinematic detection region : 0<||<2.4, 

complementary with LHCb’s measurement.     



Introduction 
 Bc+/B+ cross section ratio and B+ absolute cross section 

measurements published so far by the LHC experiments 

for pp collisions at 7 TeV.  

 CMS two publications: Phys.Rev.Lett. 106 (2011) 

112001 (5.8pb-1, 2010 data) and CMS-PAS-BPH-12-011  

(Bc/B+, 2011 data) . ATLAS 2.4fb-1: JHEP10(2013)042. 
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This analysis select the similar decay topology of Bc and B+,  

Bc+J/+ and B+J/K+, to measure the absolute cross section 

d/dpT and d/d|y|;  Use the same analysis strategy.  

     

Bc+J/+ absolute production cross section measurement for the 

first time.     
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 Measurement Strategy 

 Nsig: Observed Bc(B)J/(K) event number in the given pT or 
|y| bin. 

 

 : the full measurement efficiencies of Bc(B)J/(K) process。 

 

 L: 4.77(14%) fb-1. 

 

 Br(J/) = (5.930.06)×10-2   (PDG); 

 

 pT(|y|): bin width  

 2 :  accounts for our choices of quoting the Bc+ (B+) cross section..   
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Event selection 
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Data sample and trigger paths 

 Used data taken in 2011, start from 1E33 trigger menu.  

 Total integrated luminosity:  4.77(14%) fb-1 

 Data are pre-selected by the muon displaced trigger with the 
evolution of trigger menu in 2011 data taking. 
 

The data sets are consistent with Muon T-P analysis of CMS AN-2011-417  
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Muon and J/ Selection 

numberOfValidHits >10 

2/ndof<1.8   (track fit) 

TrackerMuonArbitrated 

TMOneStationTight 

pixelLayersWithMeasurement > 1 

|dB|< 3.0 cm and |dz | <15cm 

numberOf ValidMuonHits > 0 (Gmuon) 

 Norm global track 2/ndof<20(Gmuon)  

 Muon selection as  the  same as 

Muon T-P analysis: CMS AN AN-11-

417) . 

 

 

 After the pre-selected by the muon 

displaced trigger with the evolution of 

trigger, offline J/ reconstruction with 

cuts of 

HLT_DoubleMu4_Jpsi_displaced_v1(v

4,v5) 

Keep all the J/(+-) combination. 
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Use the standard T-P muon selection, and displaced J/ trigger definition 

of CMS B group  to reconstruction J/ decaying from Bc and B+, keep 

long life time signal, remove the prompt J/ background.     



J/ Signal peak 
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J/(K) reconstruction 

J/(K) requirement:  

 Cos(J/,K)>0.98 

 |Y(J/,K)|<1.5, pT(J/,K)>10 

 5.6< M(Bc) <6.8; 5.0< M(B) <5.55; 
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The track and J/ candidate  are subjected to the combined 

vertex and kinematic fit (kinematicConstrainedVertexFitter). 

 VtxPro(J/,K)>0.03, Lxy/σ(J/,K)>4.0 
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Pion(kaon), muon kinematic selection  

 pT(,K)>2.3 GeV/c 

 Nhit(,K)>10, Phit(,K)>1, /K Norm2<3. 

 pT()>4GeV/c. |()|<2.2  

Checked the data/MC consistency, as well as each cut efficiencies ,significance  

 with the Bc  MC and real data samples.    



Bc(J/) mass and fit   

Gaussian for the 

signal. 

 

2nd  order chybeshev 

polynomial for BG. 

 

Significance      
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B (J/K) mass and fit  

 Signal: three Gaussians. 

 

 Bg: Gaussian for  B0 et 

al.  Exponential for flat 

BG. 

 

 B J/ is fixed to the 

parameters obtained 

from MC.   
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B0J/K0(K) et, al. 



Bc mass in pT/|y| bin 
 

 

 

  

 To calculate the 

differential cross 

section we divide 

into 3 pT and 3 |y| 

bins for Bc , 9 pT 

and 9 |y| bins for 

B+. Partitioning of 

pT and |y| bins is 

done to keep the 

number of events 

and statistical 

close within all 

bins.  

 

 Mass is fixed, 

resolution is free. 
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10<pT<16 16<pT<22 
22<pT 

0<y<0.5 0.5<y<0.9 0.9<y<1.5 



B mass in 9 pT bins 
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 Mass is fixed, resolution is free. 

 

Binning selection keep the stat. 

error of the data/MC samples 

be in same order with sys. 

Error.  



 

 

B mas in 9 |y| bin 
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 Mass is fixed, resolution is free. 

 

Binning selection keep the stat. 

error of the data/MC samples 

be in same order with sys. 

Error.  



Bc(B)J/(K) efficiency 
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Efficiencies are computed from a combination of 

data-driven technique(T&P) and MC simulation.  

 

Efficiency = Acc  Total_MC  2  Disp-trigger 
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  Acc:  acceptance。  

 

 Total-MC: MC efficiency except acceptance。 

 

 2mu:  :  Correction factor for muon trigger, ID , quality 
requirements. It is the ratio between real data muon T-P efficiency 
and MC Muon T-P efficiency.     

 

 Disp:  Correction factor for the displaced J/ requirement in the 
analysis. It is the efficiency ratio of displaced J/ cuts between the 
real data and MC sample.  



MC samples 

 MC samples are used to calculate the acceptance and parts of 
efficiencies. 

 

 Bc are generated by BCVEGPY, B are generated by PYTHIA. 

 

 Samples are published and  available at DBS. 

 

 Muon Tag&Probe samples of 2011 data were used to calculated 
the muon efficiency and correction.  
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 Acceptance: Acc 

Use  the muon acc. cut  “track50” 

in of muon T-P note AN2011-417.   

Corresponding T-P samples 

were used in the analysis for the 

Moun T-P efficiency calculation.   
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Use the MC sample without 

reconstruction, without any 

kinematic filter. 

/ ( )

.

/ ( )

.

( )

( )

gen B J K

PassedAcc cut

gen B J K

BeforeAcc cut

N B
Acc

N B
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 BcJ/ acceptance 
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 B+ J/K+ Acceptance 
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 Ngen(BBJ/(K)
Passed_Acc.cut) :  MC generated Bc, B+ events after the Acc.   

 Nreco_match(fit)(BBJ/(K)
Passed_all_cut) : Bc, B+ events after all the cuts, R matched 

with generated Bc using R.  

_ ( ) / ( )

_ _

_ / ( )

_ ._

( )

( )

reco match fit B J K

Passed all cuts

Total MC gen B J K

Passed Acc cut

N B

N B
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       Muon Correction Factor 

/ ( )

/ ( )

(2 _ & _ )

(2 _ & _ )

B J K

muonT P B J K

T P Data

T P MC
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Correction factor for the muon trigger, ID , quality requirement. Ratio 

between the real data muon T-P efficiency and MC Muon T-P efficiency. 

N(pT, |y|): the number of signal events with two muons within acceptance 

in Bc (B) pT or |y| bins. 
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Muon efficiency  
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Muon ID  

efficiency  

Muon quality  

efficiency  

Muon trigger(L1,2,3) 

efficiency  

Muon tracking eff. 

99.0(10.01)% 

Data MC 



Efficiency = Acc  Total_MC  2  Disp-trigger 
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Systematic errors   
 

 

 

Dependence on signal 

evt. abstraction:  signal 

model; Bg. model, pT/y 

binning 

Dependence on efficiency: 

Truth matching; Life time, 

recon eff., hadronic,Muon 

tracking; T-P eff. 

Mialignment. Stat. of MC 

samples. 

Others: Lumi.; 

Br(J/);  
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Systematic errors   
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  Signal PDF: Bc: 1(2) Gaussian   

                          B+:  2(3)  Gaussian.  

 

  Bg PDF:  Bc:  2nd  Chebyshev polynomial(exponential) 

      B+: Gaussian+exp. 

        (2 gaussian+ 2nd  Chebyshev  polynomial)   

 

 pT/|y| binning: in each bin, the difference of MC sample fitting 

results between events number in generator level .  

 

MC truth matching R(Breco, Bgen):  difference between event 

yields between the R match and fitting result. we also study the 

effect of the deltaR matching and we came with a difference of 76 

events (16896 and 16820 after all the cuts with i)deltaR ii)without 

deltaR)) which is quite small. 
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Systematic errors   
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 Stat . Error of T-P samples and Bc(B+) MC samples: Errors of 

muon T-P samples are propagated in the Muon correction factor 

calculation. 

 

 Hadron tracking efficiency:  3.9%; Muon tracking: 0.5%.  

      CMS PAS TRK-10-002 

 

Misalignment : 1%. (PRL106(2011)252001, B0J/K0) 

 

 Br(J/): 1% (PDG).   L: 4%.  

 Bc Life time :  The life time PDG(Bc) = 0.452 ± 0.041 ps  

We reweight our MC sample for  0.411 ps and 0.493 ps . 

The difference in efficiencies of Bc in both samples is considered 

to be systematic of Bc life time (after all the cuts ) 
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Systematic errors   
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The sys. Uncertainties due to the 

statistic of muon Tag&Probe sample, 

Bc, B MC samples are not listed in 

the table.  They are included in 

efficiency error calculation, and 

taken as the stat. error in the cross 

section results. 
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Bc+J/+ Cross section result 
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 For Bc  pT>10 GeV, |y|<1.5. 

 Errors are stat. errors of real data, MC sample and Muon Tag&proble samples, sys. error 

respectively.   

 Br(BcJ/)=0.0013 in the generator. (Large Br. theor. Uncertainty 0.1%-2%) 

 Error of BCVEGPY and PYTHIA is the Br(BcJ/) theoretical error of 0.00130.0008 in 

PRD81,014015(2010). 

 

 



 B+J/K+ Cross section result 
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 For B+ pT>10 GeV, |y|<1.5. 

 Errors are stat. errors of the real data, MC sample and Muon Tag&proble samples; 

sys. Error respectively.   

 Error of PYTHIA is the Br(B+J/K+) error of 0.0010140.000034 in PDG. 

 

 



Summary 
 The Bc+J/+ and B+J/K+ differential production 

cross section d/dpT, d/d|y| are measured at CMS 
with 4.8fb-1 7 TeV data.  

 
 

 

 

  

 

 The B+ cross section measurement are consistent 
with PYTHIA prediction. Bc d/dpT,d/d|y| shapes are 
consistent with PYHTIA and BCVEGPY, the cross 
section values are 3 and 8 times larger than PYTHIA 
and BCVEGPY (assume Br(BcJ/)=0.0013.) 
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For pT(Bc+,B+)>10 GeV, |y(Bc+,b+)|<1.5, 

 

 

 

 

(B+J/K+) =6503.18122.43(stat.)448.72(sys.)pb 
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pbsys)( 5.25(stat)45.17)J/(Bc 3.0

3.12- 

  



Summary  

   We wish these measurements will be helpful  to 

understand Bc (B+) meson production and decay 

mechanism.  
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 The Bc+J/+ branching ratio (2%-0.1%);  

 The contributions of the Next leading order Bc 

production calculation.  
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Thanks！ 
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Back up 



Bc cross section Results 
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B+ cross section results  
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T-P samples 
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/ ( )

_ / _ / ( )

( _ / _ )

( _ / _ )

B J K

Displaced J cut B J K

Displaced J Data

Displaced J MC
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Data 

Bc MC  B+ MC 
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Background PDF systematics 
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MC and real data(Bc) 
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MC and real data(B+) 
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 T-P efficiency correction  
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Bc 

B 

/ ( )

/ ( )

(2 _ & _ )

(2 _ & _ )

muonT P

B J K

B J K

T P Data

T P MC
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/ ( )

_ / _ / ( )

( _ / _ )

( _ / _ )

B J K

Displaced J cut B J K

Displaced J Data

Displaced J MC
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  Displaced eff. is calculated as the fraction of J/2 

events passed displaced J/ cuts and the events 

passing the prompt trigger.  

 

 The average eff. weighted by the int. lumi. of each 

period run.  

Correction for displaced trigger cut 
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J/ displaced correction factor  
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_ / _

/ ( )

/ ( )

( _ / _ )

( _ / _ )

Displaced J cut

B J K

B J K

Displaced J Data

Displaced J MC









 

 





Bc 

B 
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